
 

 
CSX Corporation 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders 

Questions and Answers 
 

1. Were $400 million of real estate gains included in what we refer to as the MICP? If so, why were these gains 
included in the operating ratio calculation? If these gains were excluded from the operating ratio 
calculation, how would that have affected the MICP payout values? 

Nathan D. Goldman, Executive Vice President – Chief Legal Officer and Corporate Secretary: 
 
This question may be in part referring to a large gain we recognized last year from the RF&P transaction. Real 
estate gains have always been included in the numbers that go into the calculation for the MICP. These gains 
typically result from multi-year efforts that involve an incredible amount of work and dedication from cross-functional 
teams across the company. In this particular case, however, it happens that inclusion of the real estate gains in the 
calculation actually did not have an impact on the ultimate payout, given that the company’s strong financial 
performance would have resulted in the same payout even without the real estate gain. 

 
2. How will the company approach dividends and share buybacks going forward? Could income derived be 

diverted from earnings to improve operational performance? 

James M. Foote, President and Chief Executive Officer: 

We always prioritize using the excess cash from our operating performance to reinvest in the railroad infrastructure. 
Over the past four or five years, we have continued to improve the infrastructure from a safety and operational 
service standpoint by each year installing more rails, ties and ballast, along with whatever is necessary to keep the 
railroad operating. Only after addressing that priority do we consider the distribution of the available excess cash 
back to our shareholders through either dividends and share buybacks. That is the strategy that we will continue to 
use as we go forward. 
 

3. We are in business to serve our customers. Without customers, there is no business. Please explain why 
there is no measurement of customer satisfaction in any of the elements of the company's 2021 executive 
compensation program. 

James M. Foote, President and Chief Executive Officer: 

That’s an excellent question because, absolutely, serving customers is the essence of our business. Meeting their 
needs safely and reliably, especially in these difficult times, is the number one focus of everyone here at CSX. What 
we think is the best measurement of whether we are doing a good job for our customers is what we call our Trip 
Plan performance, which measures compliance with the delivery schedules we provide to our customers, both in 
the merchandise business and in the intermodal business. Using Trip Plan performance, the customer can measure 
on a regular basis whether we're doing what we said we were going to do, and that measurement is definitely 
included in our executive bonus plan. 



 

4. What is being done to have more predictability for train and engine crew calling to ensure we have rested 
crews along with an improved home life for said workers? Happy workers are productive workers. 

James M. Foote, President and Chief Executive Officer: 

We're trying to do everything we can to make sure our employees are happy workers, and I certainly hope we’re 
succeeding. We recognize that improving the predictability for train and engine employees regarding when they’re 
going on and off duty does support a better quality of life.  

We know how difficult the past two years of pandemic conditions have been on our employees. They’re essential 
workers, out there each and every day under extremely difficult circumstances. More recently, when we have had 
a shortage of crews, our people have demonstrated amazing dedication in response to disruptions in the regular 
schedules of our train operations. As we continue to hire and staff up — which has been under way now for well 
over a year and a half — that will bring some relief and return much more predictability to our workforce and to our 
train and engine service employees. They are working very hard to help us achieve our goals, and we’re making 
great progress. 
 

5. Does the Company have any views on when energy costs will moderate? 
 
 

While we cannot predict energy prices or how long prices will remain high, it does appear that these markets will 
remain tighter, and prices higher, for much longer than was expected at the beginning of the year. Rail is the most 
environmentally friendly mode of transportation by land. CSX remains committed to safely and reliably serving our 
customers while also doing our part to help reduce the carbon-intensity of the American economy. 

 
 

6. Are there any plans for acquisition of new assets or merging with other transportation businesses? 
 

Although we’re always evaluating new opportunities, our strategic focus is first and foremost on growing our business 
by converting traffic from highway to rail. We’re doing that by providing more reliable, efficient and sustainable service, 
as well as by introducing innovative new services that compete directly with trucks. Our recent acquisitions of Quality 
Carriers, the largest liquid bulk chemicals trucking company in North America, and Pan Am Railways, which extends 
our reach into rapidly growing regions of New England, are examples of how we’re expanding our service offerings. 
Currently, we’re focused on integrating the Pan Am property into our operations and realizing its full potential to help 
us grow our business.  

 


